About RESOLVE

RESOLVE: The National Infertility Association, established in 1974, is dedicated to ensuring that all people challenged in their family building journey reach resolution through being empowered by knowledge, supported by community, united by advocacy, and inspired to act.

The organization advocates on the state and national level for health care coverage for infertility, medical research, adoption benefits and access to all family building options. RESOLVE hosts the only federal Advocacy Day in Washington, D.C. for the family building community and has been at the forefront of fighting state legislation that would harm access to any family building option.

We believe that all people challenged in their family building journey should reach their resolution by being empowered by knowledge, supported by community, united by advocacy and inspired to act.

About Fight For Families

Fight For Families is a public education and storytelling campaign led by RESOLVE, the nation’s leading organization dedicated to family building.

For millions of Americans, a baby is their most precious and longed-for dream. Concerned by laws that threaten to limit the safe and effective medical options of people trying to achieve a healthy pregnancy, Fight For Families will help raise the voices of hopeful parents to their elected leaders.

762,590 reach out to RESOLVE each month for information and support

4,000+ have joined the RESOLVE Advocacy Network

28 million+ have new/expanded insurance coverage for infertility/fertility preservation. (Since 2019)

For more information on RESOLVE or the ongoing Fight For Families campaign, please contact advocacy@resolve.org.